Retro-Split™ Storm Collars
Install From the Side

For Our Specifiers

Retro-Split™ Storm Collars are speedy, efficient, roof penetration Counter Flashings that allow ease of installation onto a roof penetration as a slide on from the side system. Each Retro-Split™ collar opens to wrap around a roof penetration then locks using a stainless steel hose clamp. Retro-Split™ collars are uniquely versatile, durable and maintenance free.

Please review the following sample specification for your convenience.

Best Material Choice

All Industries, LLC molds all Storm Collar parts in the USA out of first quality, non-recycled Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (E.P.D.M.) rubber that is exceptionally resistant to heat, ozone and acid rain environments. E.P.D.M. is a superior rubber hybrid material that withstands high and low temperature extremes (minus 40 deg. F to 180 deg. F). No plastic resin materials are acceptable as any part of a Weatherproof Storm Collar, to assure long life. Our products carry a 20-year product replacement guarantee.

Innovative

Retro-Split™ Storm Collars weatherproof roof penetrations of any geometric shape. Choose a pre-molded Storm Collar design with the precise molded opening matched to the shape of the roof penetration. One collar, one skirt (two skirts with 12 inch size), and one stainless steel band clamp combine to make the assembly of one Retro-Split™ Storm collar umbrella.

Each Retro-Split™ Storm Collar plug geometric opening allows an exact outside dimensional match of the specific geometric shaped structural element. A slice cut into the top plug allows it to open for placement around the roof penetration.

The Retro-Split™ Storm Collars patented wrap around skirt includes tabs that insert into pre-molded slots located in the underside of each rubber top plug. The Retro-Split™ wrap around skirt forms into a conical shape and is closed shut with a patented “Press Together” latch.

The storm collar assembly of the plug and skirt is finished with a marine grade ½” stainless steel Worm Drive hose clamp, which compresses the collars parts onto the roof penetration.

The pre-molded conical shape of the Storm Collar creates a weatherproof umbrella. Each Weatherproof Storm Collar includes one Cut Plug, a Wraparound Skirt, and the stainless steel clamp.
Retro-Split™ Weatherproof Storm Collars counter flash a roof jack flashing previously installed into a roofing system. Roof jack flashings are not included as part of the Storm Collar assembly.

Storm Collar assemblies float above each corresponding roof jack allowing for the free movement or expansion of the penetrating element that passes through a roof. At no time is the Storm Collar attached to the flashing jack assembly, nor is it ever attached to the roofing membrane.

Promoting Green Roof Technologies

Our Storm Collars do not use volatile organic compounds (VOCs) found in primers, solvents or adhesives which hurt the environment and worker’s lungs. There is no need for fancy equipment such as respirators to protect workers when installing our Collars. All they will need is a screwdriver. Additionally, because our Collars are long lasting, they will not be filling up the landfills anytime soon.

Color Versatility

Storm Collars are available as standard black or custom colors if requested. We handle Special requests with lightning speed, so do not be afraid to ask!

Full Technical Support

All Style provides a full compliment of roof accessories and products, together with the full technical support required to meet your needs.